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Operational Debrief System 

ODS 

ITI’s Operational Debrief System (ODS) is a fully integrated video and audio playback,       
archiving, and debrief system. The ODS is used to download and playback aircraft video and 
event data that has been recorded on a Video Data Cartridge or Advanced Data Transfer 
Cartridge. The recorded data is downloaded from the data cartridge onto an ODS           
workstation using a Cartridge Interface Device (CID) where the user can then review         
automated synchronous video displays, aircraft positioning and state 3D rendering, while 
featuring tabular display of aircraft state data, relative aircraft state information, and display 
of aircraft events. 
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Updated for modern use, the ITI 
ODS serves as a WIN10 plug and 
play replacement for the original 

GE Aviation ODS.  
In addition to the original features 
of the tabular display, the ITI ODS 

offers event tracking, as well as the 
ability to scroll forwards and     

backwards in a mission. 

The ITI ODS utilizes 3D satellite 
imagery as the foundation of its 

updated mission visualization  
capability creating a realistic    

debrief experience for operators 
who record Time, Space, Position 

Information (TSPI). 
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Ordering Information 

Part Number Description 

ITI-ODS-SW 

Alternate GE P/N: 

GSS-UM1500 

Video and Audio Playback         
Software 

ITI-ODS-MAINT-1YR 
Comprehensive maintenance   
coverage for 1 year 

Cage Code 3EEM8 
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Key Features 

 WIN10 Compatible 

 Enhanced 3D satellite imagery  

 Scalable for debriefing multiple aircraft or 
an entire squadron 

 Fastest download/debrief available 

 Tabular display for comprehensive review  

 Scroll forward/backward capability 

When partnered with the ITI GigaCID, the ODS functions as a comprehensive debrief unit for an 
individual pilot or entire squadron. With the capability to view multiple pilots positions in real 

time, the ODS allows post-mission breakdown of a squadron’s flight movements and the           
capability to breakdown major milestones for further analysis. 


